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Central Hawkes Bay District Council.
Rubbish and rec clin

Our future is dependent on the actions of the Council and residents. With obscene amounts of

rubbish, it may be too late, In Central Hawkes Bay, I strongly believe that Rubbish and Recycling
is a crucial part of mine and others' futures in Central Hawkes Bay.
There is not enough suitable place's for the rubbish, The facilities we have already are good but
they need improving. I think more money from the District Council should go towards better
facilities for Recycling and rubbish in CHB. To hopefully decrease the build-up of rubbish in the
future. It is definitely not good for our health and not a good look for our little Waipukurau
community.

In Central Hawkes Bay we need advertising and more sufficient dumping places for rubbish and
recycling. The concerns I have upon recycling, is the amount that is wasted and why it is so bad
for the environment. People dump rubbish at local, inappropriate places, get a possible
significant fine. The fine is a maximum of $20,000 for anyone caught not abiding certain
policies.
People do not think twice when they litter or go to the Supermarket and use many plastic bags
To show the significant difference plastic makes, in the whole of New Zealand; people use over
I billion plastic bags in a year. A majority of those only being used once. This is bad for the
environment because it is all going to the Landfills. Landfills are bad but we need somewhere to

put rubbish, they take up a lot of our precious earth. But what else, We need a disposable way
of it. If the word got out more, rubbish could potentially be reused in useful ways
We are slowly harming ourselves. Rubbish and recycling pollution is harming Central Hawkes
Bay along with our wider world, Rubbish can potentially act as a poison to humans and animals.
Humans are polluting themselves and the planet, putting us in danger. We are too busy
participating other things such as new technologies, that we forget all about our future lives.
Rubbish and recycling has a big impact on rivers and river banks. Rivers are getting filled with
wire, plastic and other rubbish. These are materials that could possibly be recycled, We do need
a solution that will dilute the amount of rubbish on rivers and local place's. Advertisement is
key, we need more of it. We are not going to change this, if we don't have advertising. We need
money for more sustainable, sufficient dumping facilities because we have lack of close rubbish

facilities. We need to display diverse advertising, so the word can get out. We need local
residents to step up and speak. If we want a change, we need supporters. A few people against
The District Council is a hard competition.
The Waipukurau dump, heading out Mt Herbert Road is there for open excess 2417. . This is
used constantly, but not always to standards, There is always rubbish or glass lying around the
premise. This is so shocking to think that a two meter walk is all it takes to get it in the correct
recycling hole. Maybe having a more accessible, closer to town dump would be an idea.

.

*

Looking at the whole recycling perspective really opens my eyes to the reality of what our
future in Central Hawkes Bay could possibly turn out like. If we don not act now, we are not
looking for a very successful future.

Yours sincerely,

Sophie Rusden
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Council Essa

What could the CHB District Council do to improve CHB for our future generation? Well I'm
going to suggest some ideas of my own that could help.
To me what the council could do is bring big companies such as The Warehouse to
Waipukarau, this would bring more jobs and would be used often as people would no longer
need to travel a long distance to the nearest one' This would create more opportunities,
which would mean more Younger families would have somewhere to work and with the
increasing rate of house prices this would be great for the growing generation. Bringing in a
fast food restaurant or drive through would be great aswell, and a lot of young people
would use this often also people who will be driving through as Waipukarau and Waipawa
are considered as drive through towns.

Another thing the could improve CHB is more housing, with the younger generation growing
we need to provide more housing to support them. What we could do is take advantage of
our natural landscape and provide more mountain bike tracks or more walkways, this would
help motivate people to get out of the house and promote our bush.
Also I think we need to clean our waterways, a lot of teenagers would like clean waterways
as the river is a good place to swim during summer but with the growing rate of
contamination it makes it difficult to find somewhere clean to swim. I think this could be

solved by providing more rubbish bins throughout towns and at parks and skate park.
I think we could work on upgrading the publics toilet because I know many people who
dislike the toilets around here, The reason why is many public toilets do not offer any soap
for washing hands, many do not offer any hand towels aswell. Many people feel
uncomfortable with this.

Another thing that could be improved is adapting the Medical Centre to suit many different
needs. The nearest place for people to have a baby is Hastings, that means it's a 40 minutes
drive just from Waipukurau, this mean people from Poranghau have to travel almost up to 2
hours on weekends, I find this really unfair. We could also fundraise to get another
ambulance as sometimes people have to wait upto 30 minutes to get an ambulance if both
are busy.
These are all ideas which I think could possibly improve Central Hawkes Bay and our change
our environment for the better.

From Callum Hain
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In recent Years the local Council have made a substantial investment into recreational facilities

and resources for the people of the Central Hawkes Bay district. The things they include are a
new playground, splash pad, skate park and soon a brand new multi-sport turf. Something that I
think would be a great addition to Central Hawkes Bay is an indoor recreational facility that would
include, but not be limited too, a trampoline park and a rock climbing wall. It would complement
the other activities already available, especially if it was built near our existing resources, and at
the same time offer an alternative choice for people. This recreational facility is a great idea
because there is nothing else like it around Central Hawkes Bay. It would be great fun for
everyone, adults, teenagers and children alike, because there is an activity there for people of all
abilities. I think if it was located at Russell Park it would be easily accessible, and there is plenty
of parking available.
It would be great fun. Who does not enjoy jumping on a trampoline or climbing up a rock wall?
Most children would really enjoy doing these fun activities and even some adults would enjoy it
too. It would also give children something to do after school and in the weekends. If You really
like trampolining or rock-climbing You could even take classes to get better. Ifit was to go ahead
it would keep Young children and teenagers out of mischief because there would be more to do
to occupy their time. This facility could even be used for school trips. People could learn to do
rock climbing or do tricks on trampolines. It could also be used for parties and other meetings.
Work places could use it for team building exercises and training too.
Not only would it be fun, but it would also be really good exercise. As we all know exercise helps
to keep us healthy and can prevent people getting diseases such as Heart Disease and Type 2
Diabetes, which lots of people are getting these days. Having this activity space is another option
for people to choose to exercise and the more exercise places there are means less people are
getting ill due to lack of exercise. These specific activities are good because they strengthen Your
bones and muscles, It strengthens your arm muscles for when you are pulling yourself up the
rock wall and Your leg muscles for when you are jumping on a trampoline.
An added bonus is that this recreation centre would help create more jobs. Not only would it
require customer service representatives, but it would also need instructors, safety personnel
and other employees to ensure smooth running of the facility. As there are limited job
opportunities in Central Hawkes Bay this would be a great opportunity for people who do not
have a job. It would also be a good job for teenagers that need to earn some money after school
and during the school holidays, and like I have mentioned above it would reduce boredom which
could lead to getting up to trouble.
In conclusion, a multi-disciplined indoor recreational facility would be of great benefit to our
community because it would be good fun, great exercise and would create more job
opportunities in Central Hawkes Bay.
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MY essay

Little shade over Waipukurau limestone tracks is giving civilians more sunburn and making the
experience unpleasant. The topics I will mention in this essay firstly I will mention the way the
Waipukurau limestone walking track is being neglected, Secondly I will mention about the disappointing
high theft rate and jack of Waipukurau security and finally I will talk about Waipukurau expansion from
small town and the struggles this may cause.
The minimal shade over the Waipukurau limestone walking tracks is causing tourist and civilians alike to
have a fate worse than death, sunburn which is a severely bad fate as it can lead to skin cancer and
other skin diseases which are harmful to the body in the long term. Secondly it has an effect on the
temperature of Waipukurau as it reflects the heat that is beamed onto the path towards the town and it

means that the general area of Waipukurau is hotter which increases the occurrence of heat waves
In comparison to the prior statement the rate of theftin Waipukurau hasincreased substantially since
the last election. This means the council is riot doing theirjob correctly as they should be increasing the
security of Waipukurau as a town intend of wasting the towns taxpayer dollars on a impractical turf that
we do not actually require. For example I, over the past few month have seen about 7 posts on the
online garage sale website of the theft of an expensive or sentimental item which indicates security
levels have decreased substantially.

For my final point of view is that with all these progressive updates to the town the council are obviously
trying to expand Waipukurau which will be bad for our economy as taxes will rise, more invasive tourists

will arrive and the current drug problem will increase with these expansions as there will be more places
to hide. But in that case most of the children would have left the town and found a life somewhere else

like the clean historical Germany or the very popular America.
This essay has covered the basics of the towns wants (in the writers opinion). What has been covered in
this essay is why there should be a security increase and shade for the limestone tracks as well as the
point of the plans of town expansion which could be cataclysmic and it would attract more tourists
which could be bad, My overalludgement is that Waipukurau needs shade on its lime tracks and an

increase in security is defiantly in order.
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Dear CHB Council

I believe that for my future and every citizen living in CHB, we need to make our district more
sustainable. It is no secret that the environment is desperately in need of help all over the
world. The Polar Ice Caps are melting, killing all the marine life and eventually leaving most of
the world's major cities underwater. The oceans are filled with plastic and waste and my
generation will likely see the end of fish in our food supply as a result of the plastic killing and
poisoning the fish. We, as a district need to do our part to save the environment.
Firstly, we use far too much plastic and the majority of plastic used in the district should be
switched for a more sustainable alternative. Cafes, restaurants and fast food places all use a
large amount of unnecessary plastic, and I believe laws should be introduced that require
businesses that sell food and possibly other businesses that use large amounts of packaging to
be inspected. Inspections should ensure that businesses are as sustainable as possible, which
means all packaging and dining tools should be reusable or compostable. Reusable plates etc
can be washed and served on again. Although this creates extra work for the business, it is a
small price to pay for the wellbeing of the environment, Compostable dining utensils is a great
alternative to plastic as it can be thrown away to be broken down and will not affect the
environment. Another way to reduce plastic usage is to ban the usage and selling of plastic
bags. At almost every shop in town, plastic bags are available for any customer that wants one
and many shops, provide plastic bags without asking the customer first if they need one, At the

very least a high tax, over $2 per plastic bag as the low taxes of IOC or 20c at many places
around New Zealand are solow that they make almost noimpact on the decision of whether to
purchase a plastic bag. Plastic bags are often thrown away where they take thousands of years
to break down or for some people who are under the impression that they are sustainable, are
reused once and then thrown away. Reusing plastic bags is definitely better than throwing
them away but the best option is to buy some of the reusable bags available at supermarkets
which are not plastic and can be reused thousands of times.

Pollution is one of the causes of global warming which among other things is causing the Polar
Ice Caps to melt and it needs to be stopped. To decrease pollution, there needs to be rules to
encourage people to walk and bike to places instead of more polluting transportation like cars,
Bike lanes should be improved to make them safer so people will feel safer while cycling. The
main priority for safe transportation is children so bike lanes could be created on the way to
schools on all the main roads. This way children can get to school without polluting the air by
being driven because their parents are too worried about their safety to let them walk or bike.
Fires should be encouraged because they are carbon neutral and are better for the
environment than all other forms of heating. Many people have heat pumps which are almost
instant but they use a lot of power and are bad for the environment. To improve our
environment, we have to do what is best to protect the environment instead of what is more
convenient for us personally. Waipukurau has a few spots of greenery and gardens but I believe
there could be more gardens planted around the town. Plants convert carbon dioxideinto
oxygen so if more plants are planted, they can help prevent pollution.
For those materials that cannot be composted or reused, the majority can be recycled. When
people are in town or at schools, they often don't have access to a recycling bin so there should

,
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be recycling bins placed through town like rubbish bins. All the plastic from takeaways and prepackaged food that people understandably prefer not to carry all the way home to recycle,
ends up being disposed of in a rubbish bin when it could so easily be recycled. Having recycling
bins throughout town will significantly decrease the amount of rubbish collected in the town
rubbish bins which are then buried in a landfill or burned, both of which create all kinds of

environmental problems, If recycling bins are available, people will recycle the materials they
would otherwise have thrown away, Because of the impact of unrecyclable waste on the
environment, we need to stop creating so much rubbish. It is obscene that rubbish is expected
to be placed in plastic bags, adding so much more plastic to the large amount that is already
thrown out, Rubbish should be collected in containers and some method for rinsing out the
container when it is collected to prevent odour would be necessary. The large plastic bags
rubbish is collected in, make quite a large portion of the plastic in the landfills and without that
portion, our landfills would have less rubbish.

There is a lot of potential for our community to become more sustainable. Central Hawkes Bay
is a small region with a lot of community support. If we make it our goal, Central Hawke's Bay
can work towards a more sustainable future.

Yours Sincerely,
Marika Annabell
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Central Hawkes Bay's Long Term Plan

Mikaela Hansen

12/03/20L8

Central Hawkes Bay is a thriving area with many characteristics that make our community blossom,
however, I believe that if we contributed more features to our community Central Hawkes Bay could
flourish more than it ever has. Furthermore, if I was asked "What do you think is important for your
future in Central Hawkes Bay?" I would have many responses regarding what services and changes
need to happen in our community in order for our district to thrive. Some of these include public
transportation and roads in our district, Our community's water and rivers, and the importance in
living in a community that is safe and prepared when a disaster or emergency may strike. I believe
these are important forthe coining decades in our community and need to be considered for a
change in order for my future in Central Hawkes Bay to be a proud, prosperous district with
connected citizens who respect and celebrate our beautiful part of New Zealand.

I see roads and roading infrastructure as a large importance in my future, I want to have knowledge
that I am travelling on a safe and reliable road in our community, in addition to the safety of roads, I
visualise my future having improved parking that is potentially safer in the Main Street of
Waipukurau. I view public transportation as a huge significance in my future, particularly in Central
Hawkes Bay, as we currently have minimal public transport options. I believe that we need public
transportation especially as our district is continually growing, As a result of having a form of public
transportation in Central Hawkes Bay, I believe that it would make transportation easier for many
citizensin our community. I conclude that it will help to contribute to part of the solution to New
Zealand's economic, energy, and environmental challenges, thus helping to bring a better quality of
life,

Our rivers and water is a resource that I view very important for my future in our community. As our
rivers are currently being impacted by the way we release wastewater and stormwater, resulting in
certain parts of polluted waters that are not available for swimming in. New Zealand is known

worldwide'to be a clean, green country, however, Central Hawkes Bay is not portraying this image in
a positive manner. For example, when my parents were my age they were able to swim in Central
Hawkes Bay rivers without having to make a decision about the water quality being in a dangerous
state, nowadays we have to make that concerning decision. In the future I hope to take my children
to rivers in our district for swimming.

Hawkes Bay is situated in one of the most seismically-active parts of the world, we are periodically in
the path of former tropical cyclones, other adverse weather events and at risk from tsunamis and

volcanos. It is likely that during a lifetime, at least one major natural disaster will affect our
community, so this is riot something that I take lightly for my future. I hope that in the coining years
Central Hawkes Bay can be a community that is ready for any unexpected emergencies that may
occur and can provide trustworthy help services when needed.

I picture Central Hawkes Bay's future very seriously. I have ambitions for our community to thrive by
making changes to our district and coining together to improve our area and focus on aspects of our
community that need attention, as a result creating a district with connected citizens and a proud
community. I hope that what I view as important to my future in Central Hawkes Bay can be
considered and changed forthe coming years'
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Consultation
Name

#206

Carl Oliver

Address
69 Bridge st
CHB OngaOnga
New Zealand
Day Phone:
Night Phone:

065612002

Mobile:

0279300105

Email

Carloliver@kiwibuilding.co.nz

Do you wish
to present
your
comments to
Council in
person at a
hearing?

1.

Maintain the current assets

How do we
make sure
our Three
Waters
Infrastructure
is fit for the
future?
Please

We do NOT use any council water assets and We are not prepared to Pay for

provide any

what We never Use!!

comments:
2.

Retain the current funding

How do we
fund our
drinking
water and
wastewater
infrastructure
Please

We Pay for our own Water etc and just recently we had to upgrade our

provide any

Pump. Did we come to the Council to seek them to Pay for the Up Grade???

comments:

NO we Didn't!!!
We take Water very seriously, Especially when it comes to the Health of My
Family. We are not going to Pay for Council to help Fix all of the Problems
that they have caused over the years and Will Not Pay, Especially when we
Fund Our Own Living Standards!!!
I Would Never Rely on Council for the Health of My Family EVER!!!

3.
How do we
upgrade the
Waipawa and
District
Centennial
Memorial
Baths?
Please

Not sure.

provide any
comments:
4.
How do we
plan for the
future of our
Towns and

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

Communities?
Please

Have more meetings in the towns regarding the towns and what We can all

provide any

do to help them into the future

comments:
5.

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates

How do we
fund
Emergency
Management?
Please
provide any
comments:
ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
Giving BRIBES in N.Z is ILLEGAL!!!

Trying to Bribe the Rural communities with Cheaper rates is a Total Disgrace to Our Entire
Community!!

All/Any Councillors involved in this Bribe Proposal should be Sacked and Investigated for
Any Other Bribes Etc that is/are going on!!!!

One of the Main Reasons The CHB District is going backwards is because Council Have
made the Public in the Serviced towns become reliant on them and Now you/Council ARE
TOTALLY Broke and want to STEAL more money from those People who fund their own
living and keep the costs to them selves!!

Time to wake up Council!! MONEY Will NEVER FIX the Problem!!!!
Stop trying to SAVE your JOB by STEALING money from those who Fund their own living!!

EVEN OUR 2 Little Girls (5 & 8) Can NOT Believe That Council Have even Proposed Such a
Plan!!
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Do You wish to present Your comments to Council in person at a hearing?
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Submission Questions

I.

4.

How do we make sure our Three Waters
Infrastructure is fit foT the future?

How do we plan for the future of our Towns and
Communities?

Invest based on the plan

.

Address each issue at the time

.

Invest over a longer time frame

.

Develop Town Centre and Community Plans

.

Maintain the current assets

.

Please provide any comments
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5.
How do we fund Emergency Management?

District wide charge at 5%

.

District wide charge at 7.5%

.

Please provide any comments
.
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Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates
Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate

.
.

Please provide any comments
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How do fund OUT drinking water and wastewateT
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3.
How do we upgrade the Waipawa and District

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS

Centennial Memorial Baths?
.

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad
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Council funds $700k of 25m pool only

.

Council funds $650k of staged project
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You are able to comment on anything included in the Consultation Document or provide any other feedback.

Need more room? You can attach extra pages but please make sure they include Your name and contact
information.
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CENTRAL HAWKE'S
DISTRICT

I 9 MAR 20/8

Submission Form

RECEIVED
URd I
Submitters Name:
Postal Address

^;^"^"'^K""' """' ,.^. i, ItT
.

o

Day Phone:
Mobile:

o

Roc;=Q ~ ; ,
29 v! " '

ip

^ I I'^: C. . E, Air^^E;'- 7~R' 11^ I
I. ,

Ce

Nigh* phon^ 06 ^
Email:
Fog^;. UV\ e

Do you wish to present your comments to Council in person at a hearing?

,i^
,,,\ Q, 11\! \ c. ^, , Az. -

Yes

No .

Please note that your submission (including any personal information supplied) will be made available to Councillors and the public.
Submissions Close on 29 March 2018 at 5pm

Submission Questions

How do we make sure our Three Waters
Infrastructure is fit for the future?

How do we plan for the future of OUT Towns and
Communities?

Invest based on the plan

.

Address each issue at the time

Invest over a longer time frame

.

DevelopTown Centre and Community Plans

Maintain the current assets

.

Please provide any comments

Please provide any comments

5.
How do fund our drinking water and wastewater

How do we funcl Emergency Management?

infrastructure?

Retain the current funding

.

Fund costs of Civil Defence through Regional Council rates

.

District wide charge at 5%

.

Continue to fund through the CHBDC General rate

.

District wide charge at 75%

.

Please provide any comments

How do we up91a e I e aipawa and District
Centennial Memorial Baths?

Council funds $650k of 25m pool and Splashpad

Please provide any comments

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS
,
.

^

-^- ^.-^.

^.

Council funds $700k of 25m pool only
Council funds $650k of staged project
Please provlde any comments

,, I.

. ."

O. ^\. I;^, I
1711^' '
...,

..

-,

^

^ .I!^

.

Q. , '

^

.Y

,^;'

You are able to comment on anything included in the Consultation Document or provide any other feedback.

Need more room? You can attach extra pages but please make sure they include Your name and contact
information.

Long Term Plan 201.8-28 Consultation Document

^..

28

Graeme Ave

Sileni Estates

From:

Graeme Avery I SIIeni Estates
16 March 20182:52 pm.

Sent:
To:
CG:

'Monique Davidson'

Subject:
Attachments:

CENTRAL HAWKE'S BAY

I 9 MAR 21/8

'Clive
Linda
Porter
I Sileni
Estates
sthmi$^ionPedley';
to Central hawk.
'^ Bay
Di^that Council
DLRP
2018.28 REE V E D

CHB District Council Sumission Form, 13 Mar 18. pdf; CHB District Council Submission 2018.13 M 18. ;
Council Sumission, App 11 - Par1, , 13 Mar 18. pdf; CHB District Council Sumission. A 11 - P It 2.13 M I '. ;
District Council Sumission, Appll- Par13,13 Mar18. pdf ' '

Moriique,

I am currently in Europe on business and attach a digital version of the HB Coinmunit Fitness Ce t T S b

to the CHB District Council DLRP 2018-28.

I have also organised for a hard copy of our Submission to be despatched to ou toda b
My Executive Assistant, Linda Porter, will advise you of Consignment details.

The two documents referred to in the Submission are those I gave ou when we in t ' F b :
Feasibility Study
Stakeholder Briefing document

Should you require further copies please do not hesitate to let me know.
With best wishes,

^,,^
Graeme S. Avery, Chair

HAWKE'S BAY

^!' M UNITY FITNESS
E:

raeme sileni. co. nz

T:

068798768 (Bus): 068779986 (Pvt)

M:

021 773963

W:

WWW. hbcommunit It ness, or .nz

HAWKE'S BAY COMMUNITY FITNESS CENTRE TRUST

PO Box 28168, Havelock North 4157

HAWKE'S BAY
CENTRE TRUST

SUBMISSION To

CENTRAL HAWKE'S BAY DISTRICT COUNCIL
DLRP 201 8-2028
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HAWKE'S BAY

1'" ^^^^',^"!;^^^;,,,,,
BACKGROUND

The Hawke's Bay Community Fitness Centre Trust (HBCFC Trust), a registered
Charitable Trust, has successfully raised some $13 mill + a further $4 mill being
,

finalised, to build a world class, regional Centre of Human Performance Excellence
at the Regional Sports Park, Hastings.

Construction is planned to start on site by end February 2018, with completion end
April20i9, for opening by inid 2019.

The concept is the same as that which has been highly successful at AUT
Millennium, Auckland; the HB Institute being a 'scaled down' version for promoting
healthy lifestyles across the region, and for sport as a regional feeder to national
sports systems.
The faci/^Iy will be World class and unparalled in regional New Zealand. It is an

approved trah^^g site for High Pertormance Sport NZ and will be a legi'on a/
development hub for world-/eading community healthy 11'1^styles and at-risk youth
programmes of national importance.
I

The pro/'ect will be transformational for enhanced health and sports performance
outcomes across the whole region.
HAWKES BAY COMMUNITY FITNESSS CENTRE TRUST

Statement of Purpose

The Hawke's Bay Community Fitness Centre Trust is the asset owning and
operational organisation formed by:

. Hawke's Bay Eastern institute of Technology (EIT) - represented by Chris
Collins, CEO

. Sport Hawke's Bay - represented by Mark ASPden, CEO

. Hawke's Bay Sports Events & Education Consortium - represented by Bruce
Mactaggart, Secretary
. Independents - represented by Sir Graeme Avery (Chair), President Sileni
Estates; Mike Purchas, CEO Sportsground;
We ridy Pirie, Owner Timber Nook; Giles Pearson, Accountant and former PWC
partner

3

in partnership with :

,

I

. AUT University
. AUT Millennium Institute of Sport & Health
. Liggins Institute, University of Auckland
. Hawke's Bay District Health Board
. Ngati Kahungunu
through the establishment of a charitable trust - Hawkel^; Bay Community Fitness
Centre Trust - to govern the successful operation of the organisation and the
programmes it will deliver at and from the facility.
Vision
CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE IN HUMAN PERFORMANCE

Hawke's Bay Community Fitness Centre Trust vision is to establish a world class
sports and recreation hub and community health centre at the Hawke's Bay Regional

Sports Park, as a Centre of Excellence in Human Performance, by supporting all age
.

groups across the Hawke's Bay region in community health and fitness, school
sports development and community sport, along with sports and health science
research.

:

To promote its programmes, the facility will include an indoor community sports &
recreation hall, strength and conditioning gym for sports and wellness development,

community health & fitness gym, sprint track for speed & fitness testing, community
fitness trail, wellness tutorial rooms, a sports medicine centre and an on-site
accommodation hostel.
I

It will be a transformational project for enhancing human performance
excellence, with special programmes for:
. The whole community, from encouraging health and wellbeing for all ages
through to sports and recreation development in schools and clubs
. Across the whole Hawke's Bay region from Central Hawke's Bay, Hastings and
Napier to Wairoa
To achieve this vision, programmes from the world leading AUT University, AUT
Millennium in Auckland and nationally top ranked EIT, in collaboration with the

Hawke's Bay District Health Board, the Councils of the region and Sport Hawke's Bay,
will include:

. Education to encourage healthy eating and physical activity, from conception to
pre-school through to the elderly
. Training and guidance to schools and sports groups on healthy lifestyles,
physical literacy and sports performance development

4

The programmes are all research-led and specific to the groups to which they
apply, The programmes of the Hawke's Bay Community Fitness Centre Trust

operate in a different space and will supplement the more general programmes of
Sport Hawke's Bay.
FACILITY ASSETS

The Institute of Sport & Health to be built will comprise two buildings, with key
features as below:
,

I

I

I. Main Building
large indoor sports hall

with 8 x lane synthetic athletic track for speed testing and sports
gymnastics; and
sprung timber floor of 1.5 netball court size

,

sports strength and conditioning gym + injury rehab
sports science lab (to be operated by EIT in partnership with AUT
Millennium)

community health and fitness gym (to be operated by the Trust, as at AUT
Millen niu in )
I

sports medicine centre (sports and exercise medicine physicians; consulting
orthopaedic surgeons; nutritionists, clinical psychology and physiotherapy;
basic imaging)

meeting and tutorial rooms; commercial tenants; EIT and regional sports
groups

cafe offering healthy food and beverages
2. Accommodation Hostel

a 43-bed hostel for school groups, regional and national sports teams, and
business conferences

includes a self-catering kitchen

(also used to teach healthy cooking to school age children)
The faci/^Iy has been specifically designed as a centre of excellence for
community health and fitness and a multiple sports training environment with
sports medibine and sports science support on site.
Refer attached site plan and floors plans for details.

5

PROGRAMMES

A range of healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and sports performance programmes will be

delivered at and from the Institute, including at satellites in Central Hawkes Bay and

Wairoa.

Schools Programmes (active recreation + healthy eating education)

,

for primary and intermediate schools, Education Outside the Classroom

for intermediate and secondary schools, long-term athlete development and
healthy lifestyles education
,

for all schools, supported by weekend and week long camps using the
accommodation hostel

Community Programmes (active recreation, healthy lifestyles and sports
performance development)

I

for adults and corporates, health screen managed programmes for wellness,
general fitness and mental health + workplace wellbeing programmes
for local and regional sports groups, athlete development for enhanced sports

performance
team and group camps using the accommodation hostel

special programmes for at-risk youth using sport, leading to job training and
employment
.

'Changing Lives'

Obesity Intervention Research Studies (healthy eating, cooking and food
,

I

I

shopping; regular physical activity)

under pinning the above programmes will be two world leading collaborative
and multi-faceted, integrated studies

.

whole of population study in pre-schools and primary schools (active
play/physical activity + healthy eating, cooking and food shopping education +
management of the social environment around the whole family)
longitudinalIy monitored study from conception of first pregnancy mothers - for
life, from antenatal classes, new born infant to pre- and primary school and
onwards (active recreation and healthy eating education as above)

. study design and data analysis by Liggins Institute of AUGkland University
Medical School in collaboration with AUT University and AUT Millennium
Institute and University of Otago
The Trust has a Memorandum of Understanding with the HB DHB and is well
engaged with executives on these programmes, as well as with the current Director
of Public Health and Regional Director of Education. The new Minister of Health has
been made aware of the studies.

6

.

All programmes at and from the Institute will be managed by profossiona/41 trained
and experienced staff adopting the best current evidence from NZ and

internationally- that of AU7: AUT Millennium, EIT and High Pertormance Sport NZ
being fundamental.
GENERAL PUBLIC ACCESS

Of the approximate 240,000 user vis^ts in year f, some 85% will be by the general
public as represented by schools, the average club athlete and adults. The balance
of I5% will be youth talented sports people in the regi'on,
Annual user demand summa

no. visits
Annual visits Year I

Percenta e

SCHOOLS AND GENERAL PUBLIC

School students - Outside the Classroom Education and cain s
School students - Ph siCal literac education
School students - Ph siCal literac satellite services

Individuals - Coinmunit Health and Fitness G

in

Individuals - Coinmunit Fitness Trail
Individuals - Coinmunit Health Lifes Ies Tutorials + Exercise Pro rainme
SPORTS USERS

Ta ented Youth pro rainme
Re ional pertormance development for National S ads Or
Local sports roups

,

anisations

Satellite facilities
TOTAL ANNUAL USER VISITS

5,280
I7,280
33,280
125,000
17,500
3200
2,800
9,000
18,000
5,625
236,965

85.1%
2.2%
7.37,
14.0%
52.8%
7.4%
1.4%
14.9%
1.2%
3.8%
7.6%
2.4%
100.0%

User visits from CHB are expected to be greater than above from the Trust support
of activities at the Waipukurau Recreation Centre.
BUSINESS CASE SUPPORTED
*

The location of the Facility, the Community Need Assessment and Health Problems

the programmes will address, have been thoroughly reviewed in the independent
Feasibility Study by APR Consultants (refer enclosed).
The report also presents an Economic benefit-cost analysis, which has been further
developed in a comprehensive independent review by APR of the Social and

Economic benefits of Trust programmes (refer enclosed Stakeholder Briefing
Report).

Financial viability, Governance and Management were also reviewed in the
Feasibility study report.

The business model is based on a scaled back version of the proven AUT
Millennium Institute model in Auckland.
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OPERATIONAL VIABILITY AND SUSTAINABILITY

An independent review by APR Consultants has confirmed the indicative B d t f
years I to 3 as 'robust and viable', including satisfying their sensitivit tests.

Funding will be on a user pays model - fees at proposed $5 per user visit from
schools and sports groups; gym members and corporates plus commercial
sponsorships and tenancy rental income.

The Hastings Karamu Rotary Club has made the Trust beneficia of its in a'
fundraising activities. The funds to be used to cover user fees of lower d ^
*

schools and for parents who can not meet fees for sports performance develo in t
programmes.

.

Virtually all tenancy rental space has been confirmed, or is under active disc
Already in effective Iy year 'minus 2', Trust opex performance is ahead of that ' th
year I indicative budget, with a small surplus achieved.

For further information refer enclosed Feasibility Study b APR.

The Trust has prepared a Plan for each of R&M and major item Asset Re I t,

for which an 'endowment gift' campaign is to be developed over the next IO to 20
years when major flooring items will need to be replaced.

*

BENEFITS To CHB COMMUNITY

The range of programmes will complement and enhance those currentl in Iac

the District.
I

:

.
,

. Enhanced Community Pride and Connectivity
.

I

.

Pride of achievement in personal health and sport
Cohesion in local communities from support programmes for health
lifestyles and sport

. Reduced criminality from At-risk youth programmes
. Enhanced Health Outcomes and Prosperity

, Reduction in prevalence rates of obesity and enhanced quaiit of life and
employment

. Enhanced general fitness and mental health, including in the work lace
. Enhanced Sports Capability and Outcomes
.
.
.

School children from primary, intermediate to secondary a es
Enhanced confidence of teaching staff

Local sports groups talent development
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PROGRAMMES SUPPORT COUNCIL COMMUNITY WELLBEING STRATEGY
The range of Trust programmes, including collaboration locally, su ort ke so ' I
and health themes of the Community Wellbeing Strategy.
Full opportunity will be welcomed for involvement of the Coinmunit Referenc
Group in development of programmes to best meet local coinmunit needs.
. Our Programmes will support key SOCIAL AND HEALTH Themes
. A proud district

through the social cohesion achieved and sense of coinmunit
achievement from the programmes
. A prosperous district

through enhanced self~esteem, self-confidence and quality of life with
increased employment and prosperity

. Strong communities

through collaborative involvement of the whole whanau in local

community support of the Changing Lives Healthy Lifestyles research

study + sports groups support
I

. Connected citizens

through involvement of the whole community in development of and
support of programmes

. Aging and Disability
.

Special programmes on healthy lifestyles and general fitness for the elderI

and disabled (physical and learning)

. Programme support for disabled sports people
. Use of the elderly as volunteers in our prograammes
. Safer Communities
.

Sports programmes, Workplace wellbeing programmes and Senior Citizen
programmes will have a focus on injury prevention

. EIT and Trust will further support through workplace and s orts in'u
prevention research studies

.

The structured At-risk Youth programme using sport will lead to involvin o th

in job training and work that they are confident in undertaking
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PROGRAMMES SUPPORT USE OF COUNCIL FACILITIES

Trust programmes will make use of parks, recreation reserves and community halls
and sports facilities across the District

. The Trust's professional team will conduct sports talent development
programmes at Russell Park and its associated facilities

. The Schools and Community programmes will establish local community
support groups and make use of all recreation and community facilities in the
District

o

So enhancing recreation opportunities at Council parks, reserves, swimming
pools + use of community halls

.

The structured At-risk Youth programmes at Council facilities using sport, will
lead to involving youth in job training and work that they are confident in

,

,

undertaking

,

.

,

I

,

I

I
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COMPLEMENTS PRORAMMES OF SPORT HAWKE'S BAY

The diagram below depicts the spectrum of recreation, physical activity and sport that Sport Hawke's Bay and our Trust both
operate in.

HBCFC TRUST

HBCFC TRUST

Community Gym
Workplace Wellbeing

ACTIVE FOR LIFE
Recreation I Physical Activity
^.,
@ -O

^> ^

,^Q <;>

<. 0 96

<e- ,;^

69 <"

Sport Youth
Talent Development

O ,. 0 e'

PHYSICAL LITERACY
@c

o"-as,
100% OF POPULATION

HUMAN PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE

A system to Enable you to Be the Best You Can Be

Sport Hawke's Bay

Sport Hawkes Bay

HBCFC Trust

Healthy Lifestyles
Research

Each operates in a DIFFERENT way and component of the overall space and are
thus COMPLEMENTARY.

Sport Hawke's Bay (dark green and light orange)
Provide g^0. ^. r^.! services to the community + collaboration with HB DHB and
associated community social services.

Hawke's Bay Community Fitness Centre Trust (dark orange)
Provide ^cg^!!^^! services to the community that are not done b S ort Hawke's
Bay, but delivered in collaboration with them and HB DHB and associated
community social services

. Changing Lives/Healthy Weight for a Longer Healthy & Quality Life multi-

,

component RESEARCH study in ECE Centres and Primary Schools
. SPORTS TALENT IDENTIFICATION and Athletic Development holistic

programme (strength, agility, speed; nutrition; life skills; mental skills)
,

..
.

. AT RISK YOUTH using achievement in sport to establish self-esteem, leading to
leadership development through sport skills instruction and on to interest in job
training and employment through the self-confidence obtained from the
programme

. COMMUNITY GYM is a facility of the Trust, from which a JV with Sport Hawke's
Bay will deliver WORKPLACE WELLBEING programmes
I I

These programmes are not conducted at the Waipukurau Recreation Centre or

Schools in the District and will complement and enhance current programmes.
I I

ADDED VALUE will result from all the Trust programmes.
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BENEFITS FOR CENTRAL HAWKE'S BAY

A range of social, economic and health benefits will arise cumulativeIy over time
but will be endurin

Partnerships for delivery will be established with the CHB Community Trust and

operator of the Community Recreation facility at Russell Park.

. A Truly Inspiration al and Aspiration al 'Home' for CHB ... 'Your Place' too - 'your
CHB Special Satellite'

. A Hub to Deliver Programmes At and from the New Facility
. Linked to Local Delivery of NEW Programmes in CHB for Schools and in
Partnership at Community Recreation Centre

. + NEW At-Risk Youth and Workplace Wellbeing Programmes-.

Access to Highly Qualified and Experienced Professional Staff of the Facilit . ..
including support at Community Recreation Centre

. Assistance to CHB Schools and Sports Clubs in Sport Development
. World Leading Healthy Lifestyles Programmes for Early Child Learnin Centres
and Primary Schools

,

. Retention of quality students and staff, at the CHB College - be the best ou can
be, in CHB

. Enhance the overall 'brand' of CHB
,
I

.

COMMUNITY USE & BENEFITS

Opportunities will be provided for all people of all ages and ability, with user fees

fundin

Su

ort for lower socio-economic

rou s.

I

.

Whole of Region programme focus
CHB, Hastings, Napier to Wairoa

.

859". Users Are General Public Healthy Lifestyles and Physical Activit
Programmes

. pre-schools to adults - Young and old
.

15% Users Are Sports Talent + Schools Sport Development Support

Programmes

. special long-term athlete development
.

Approximately 40% HB population will use facility/programmes at least once a
year. .. and that will grow

approx. 7 to 10% will be users from CHB

enduring, inter-generation al benefit in health and sports performance
.

A TRANSFORMATIONAL PROJECT ... enhanced health and s orts

outcomes for the whole Hawke's Bay region
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PROGRAMME DELIVERY MODEL

World best practice will be used via a fully funded, professional and experienced team.
'The best in the Bay'.

. Based on World Best Evidence (independently reviewed) + Proven AUT
Millennium Experience

. Delivered by Experienced Professionals in Health and Exercise Prescription +
Sports Performance
. Collaboration agreements with
. HB DHB

. Sport HB

. EIT; AUT University; AUT Millennium; Liggins Institute/University of Auckland;
University of Otago
. Iwi

plus support of Government Departments and Regional Director of Education

I

t

. Funding Support From
. Royston Health Trust
. E&C Community Trust

. Constellation Community Trust

J

. Karamu Hastings Rotary Club
. Businesses

I ;

I

CAPITAL CAMPAIGN & COSTS
I !

Construction of stage I of the development at the Regional Sports Park will be in three
phases as confirmed funds become available.
. Phase I Main Building
I

$13 mill
$ 4 mill
$ 8 mill

. Phase 11 Accommodation Hostel
. Phase 111 Extension

(to accommodate extended Indoor Courts, Community Gym, Sports Hall,
Medical facility; HB DHB and Sports HB tenancies)
$25 mill
.

Capital Fundraising
Confirmed
. Councils
. Businesses
. Individuals
. EIT

$4.20 mill
$2.83 mill
$2.57 mill

. Charitable Trusts

$1.50 mill

$ 13 mill

$ I. 75 mill

Indicated + engaged
Under development

.- .

$ 4mill

^L^!
$25 mill

.

We Propose a Fair Share Contribution of $250,000

from CHB District Council (spread over 5 years)
14

PARTNERSHIP

The grant sought from CHB Council represents an Investment in Social
Infrastructure.

It will enable a community leadership role for Council, including a partner role to

assist in programme development to best meet local needs.

All levels of the community will be involved from:
. Schools and parents

. Sports and healthcare groups
. Council

. Community leaders, Iwi and service groups
Together; through collaboration, the Trust and Council can make the coinm I

I

proud .., VERY PROUD AND CONNECTED
.

I

; I

I

,

,
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LETTERS OF SUPPORT

Refer appendix 11 for the wide range of letters
CHB Community (only for them but those below too for them)
. CHB College - Principal, Lance Christiansen
. CHB Community Trust - Trustee, Di Petersen
. CHB District Council - Mayor, Alex Walker

National Groups and Leaders (politicians; Sport NZ; NZOC)
. Lawrence Yule MP

. NZOC - President, Mike Stanley
. Sport NZ - Chief Executive, Peter Miskimmin

Regional Groups and Community Leaders (Mayors; Individuals; AUT M)
. NGC - Mayor, Bill Daiton
. HB DHB - CEO, Kevin Sriee

. HDC - Mayor, Sandra Hazlehurst

. HB Chamber of Commerce - CEO, Wayne Walford
. HB Tourism - GM, Annie Dundas

. HB Regional Council - Chairperson, Rex Graham
. Ngati Kahungunu - Chairman, Ngahiwi Tomoana
. Ron Rowe
Schools

I .

. Ministry of Education - Director of Education, Roy Sye
. Havelock North High School - Principal, Greg Fenton
. Hastings Boys High School - Headmaster, Roberi Sturch

. Hastings Girls High School - BOT & Parent, Bryan Grapes
. Kiini Ore Community School - Principal, Matt O'Dowda
. Wairoa College - Head of Faculty Physical Education, Margaret Goldsmith
I

Sports Groups and Individuals
,

. Shea MCAleese - Hockey, Black Stick
. Volleyball HB - Operations Manager, Tony Barnett
. HB Netball - Operations Manager, Tina Arlidge
. HB Rowing - Vice President, Chris Morgan
. Tennis Eastern - Development Officer, Sen Davies
. Tennis parent - Anna Lee
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Appendix 11 - Letters of Support

CHB Community (only for them but those below too for them)
. CHB College - Principal, Lance Christiansen
. CHB Community Trust - Trustee, Di Petersen
. CHB District Council - Mayor, Alex Walker
National Groups and Leaders (politicians; Sport NZ; NZOC)
. Lawrence Yule MP

o NZOC - President, Mike Stanley
. Sport NZ - Chief Executive, Peter Miskimmin
Regional Groups and Community Leaders (Mayors; Individuals; AUT M)
. NGC - Mayor, Bill Daiton
. HB DHB - CEO, Kevin Sriee

. HDC - Mayor, Sandra Hazlehurst
. HB Chamber of Commerce - CEO, Wayne Walford
I

. HB Tourism - GM, Annie Dundas

. HB Regional Council - Chairperson, Rex Graham
. Ngati Kahungunu - Chairman, Ngahiwi Tornoana
. Ron Rowe
I

I

Schools

,

I

I

I I

I

. Ministry of Education - Director of Education, Roy Sye
. Havelock North High School - Principal, Greg Fenton
. Hastings Boys High School - Headmaster, Robert Sturch
. Hastings Girls High School - BOT & Parent, Bryan Grapes
. Kiini Ora Community School - Principal, Matt O'Dowda
. Wairoa College - Head of Faculty Physical Education, Margaret Goldsmith

,

Sports Groups and Individuals
. She a MCAleese - Hockey, Black Stick
. Volleyball HB - Operations Manager, Tony Barnett
. HB Netball - Operations Manager, Tina Arlidge
. HB Rowing - Vice President, Chris Morgan
. Tennis Eastern - Development Officer, Sen Davies
. Tennis parent ~ Anna Lee
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